Abstract. In propositional domains using a separate test set via random sampling or cross validation is generally considered to be an unbiased estimator of true error. In multirelational domains previous work has already noted that linkage of objects may cause these procedures to be biased and has proposed corrected sampling procedures. However, as we show in this paper, the existing procedures only address one particular case of bias introduced by linkage. We show that the distinction between training and test set needs to be carefully extended based on a graph of potentially linked objects and on their assumed probabilities of reoccurrence. We demonstrate that the bias due to linkage to known objects varies with the chosen proportion of the training/test split and present an algorithm, generalized subgraph sampling, that is guaranteed to avoid bias in the test set for more generalized cases. Experiments with data from the Internet Movie Database illustrate the performance of our algorithm.
Introduction
In machine learning one typically assumes that the true classification of an object depends only on the object itself and, given the object, is independent of the classification of other objects. In this case, setting aside a sufficiently large and randomly chosen part of the training data as a test set, the observed sample error on the test set is an unbiased estimator of true error. However, in many application settings, those mainstream approaches to model evaluation might be inappropriate. As pointed out by [3] , among others, whenever there is autocorrelation, i.e., whenever the target value of one object depends not only on the object itself, but also on other objects' classifications or information that is shared between objects, the observed error on a randomly chosen test set may not be an unbiased estimator anymore. Subgraph sampling as proposed by [3] eliminates this effect but assumes that information shared in the training set does not reoccur with future instances of the domain. We introduce generalized subgraph sampling which prevents a bias due to an increased or reduced proportion of linked objects in the test set and which includes subgraph sampling as a special case. In an experimental evaluation on data from the Internet Movie Database 3 we show that generalized subgraph sampling is indeed able to achieve the correct proportion of linked objects in the test set as required by the application while at the same time delivering the required training/test set sizes. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the bias caused by linked objects in multirelational data. We show the importance of reflecting a realistic proportion of linked objects in the test set and consequently present an adapted sampling algorithm in Section 3. Section 4 experimentally compares two variants of generalized subgraph sampling with random sampling and Section 5 discusses related work. The paper concludes with an example of hierarchical relationships in traffic data and poses further challenges for error estimation using multirelational data.
Linkage Bias in Multirelational Domains
In multirelational domains the assumption of independent instances cannot be taken for granted. Frequently, as [3] point out, the instance space is structured by a number of objects highly correlated with the target attribute. [3] give a simple example involving a relational learning problem. Based on data from the Internet Movie Database they consider the task of predicting whether a movie has box office receipts of more than $2 million given information about the studio that made the movie. More formally, the application consists of two kinds of objects, movies X and studios A. Figure 1 shows the relevant structure of the movie data set. We will refer to a studio a ∈ A as a neighbor of a movie x ∈ X if the studio is the producer of that movie. The set of movies sharing the same studio a forms the neighborhood N B a of a. The degree δ a of a is specified as the cardinality of its neighborhood N B a . To clearly identify the effect of autocorrelation, [3] described each studio by a set of ten attributes, the values of which were generated randomly for each studio. In their experiments they performed random split of movies into training and test data, each time including the movie together with information about the producing studio in the respective set. Clearly, a movie appears either in the training or the test set. However, since there are many movies and only a few studios, for most random splits movies from almost all studios will appear in both training and test set.
Given that the random attributes on studios are the only information given to the learning system and are generated independent of the classification of their associated movies it seems very plausible that, as argued in [3] , the true error of any model should equal the baseline error of a classifier that simply always predicts the majority class (this error being 0.45 in the particular data set of [3] ). However, when using random test sets to measure the error of a simple relational learner (FOIL), the observed error was significantly lower than this baseline value. When the experiment was repeated with the same data, however randomly assigning the class labels to movies, the observed sample error closely corresponded to the baseline error of a majority class classifier. Conducting a series of experiments using random sampling, [3] showed that the bias increases with the so-called linkage, representing the number of movies made by a single studio, and autocorrelation in the data set.
Let us think about the reasons for the lower observed error compared to the default error. Since there are only very few studios in the data set, with randomly generated values of 10 attributes, the values of these 10 attributes effectively form a key that uniquely identifies each studio. In fact, with so few studios, each studio can be uniquely identified with simple selector conditions on one or two attributes. Thus, even though no studio identifiers are given, in the experiment of [3] FOIL can build rules of the type 'if the studio is studio-n, then class is +'. Knowing that big studios will make many movies with big box office receipts, it is very plausible that such rules perform better than guessing 4 . Under which circumstances should we consider this behavior as overfitting? Clearly, such rules will be of no use when classifying a movie made by a studio that previously has never appeared in our data. This has led [3] to postulate that the dependence between the training and test set should be eliminated. They present a procedure, subgraph sampling, which ensures that any information (in this case studios) shared between different instances is included in either the training or the test set, but not in both, thus eliminating the above mentioned bias in error estimation. This approach, however, considers only the case in which future movies possess a yet unknown studio as neighbor. In many applications, and in this one in particular, the average error made by a hypothesis on future instances, yet, depends on both instances correlated with objects in the training set as well as on instances with still unknown neighbors. In the movie domain it is actually quite likely that a new movie will be produced by one of the already existing studios. If error estimation is solely based on movies from new studios, the error will be overestimated. Instead, the test set should reflect the probability of future encounters with instances correlating to objects in the training set. We will refer to this probability as the known neighbor probability.
Definition 1 (Known Neighbor Probability).
For an instance space X, a distribution D X , a sample S, a set A of neighbors and a function nb : X → A assigning to each instance x ∈ X its neighbor a ∈ A, the known neighbor probability for an instance x randomly drawn according to D X is defined as
Given a sample S, the known neighbor probability p kn S is a domain property. If the distribution over the complete instance space were known, the computation of p kn S would be straightforward. As this is almost never the case (usually all we have is the sample S), the known neighbor probability must be supplied by the user based on application considerations. The training set S does not allow to infer the known neighbor probability directly, because the neighbors for all given instances are known. In particular, simply performing a training/test split does not produce the right known neighbor frequency in the test set. Actually, when splitting between training and test set based on random sampling, the frequency of known neighbors varies depending on the chosen training/test set split proportion.
In order to illustrate the effect and its influence on error estimation, let us conduct a small experiment. Continuing the example of [3] we created an artificial data sample with 1000 movies (X) and 20 studios (A), each studio a ∈ A producing 50 movies. The labels of the movies were drawn from a binary uniform distribution, and the studios were identified by a number of 10 randomly chosen binary attributes. We introduced autocorrelation such that 80% of the movies for a given studio possessed labels of one class. For each chosen split proportion from 0.01 to 0.99 (in increments of 0.02) we used random sampling to produce training and test sets accordingly (where a split proportion of e.g. 0.7 means we want to put 70% of available data in the training set, and 30% in the test set). Figure 2 on the left depicts the frequency of known neighbors in the thus produced test sets, clearly showing that with larger training sets the known neighbor percentage increases when random sampling is used to perform the split. In a second step we attached the attributes of the neighboring studio to each movie and used a Weka J48 tree [10] with default parameters for classification. Figure 2 right hand side shows the averaged results over 1000 trials.
Clearly, with an increasing proportion of training examples the number of studios in the training set increases as well. As the class labels of movies from the same studio are highly correlated, the estimated error decreases with each additionally known studio. The measured error thus depends on the chosen split factor. In the next section we propose generalized subgraph sampling, which ensures unbiased error estimation independent of the chosen split proportion.
Generalized Subgraph Sampling
Sampling procedures for relational data pursue two major approaches in recent work. The first strategy exploits natural divisions to create independent training Classification results on artificial movie data using random sampling; left: frequency of known neighbors in the test set; right: error and standard deviation measured on the test set and test sets. For an example, the WebKB 5 data set provided by IPL '98 contains web pages collected from computer science departments of four universities. As the departments do not link to each other, the data can be split to include web pages from three universities in the training set and web pages of the fourth university in the test set. The second strategy is based on temporal aspects of the data. Data collected over time may be subdivided into sets of non-overlapping consecutive periods of time. Each of these sets can be used as training input while testing is performed on the set of the following period. [6] apply this technique to data from the Internet Movie Database separating movies by their year of appearance. Thus, each test set provides a natural proportion of known and unknown studios even though the portion of each studio might vary from year to year.
If neither a natural nor a temporal split can be applied to the data, the sampling procedure must be adjusted to introduce known neighbor probability as required. Alternatively, if we do not require an error estimate for a single user presentable hypothesis, it would be possible to induce and evaluate two hypotheses (on completely known vs. on completely unknown test data) and then average according to p kn S [1] . Generalized subgraph sampling is a sampling procedure which is based on the known neighbor probability. It ensures that for a given data sample S, a chosen split proportion p train and the known neighbor probability p kn S introduced by links to objects A, the resulting test set S test reflects the same proportion of objects related to the training set S train as specified by the known neighbor probability. Generalized subgraph sampling includes subgraph sampling as proposed by [3] as a special case for p kn S = 0.
5 http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-20/www/data/ The task to install the known neighbor probability into the test set can be considered as a bin packing problem. In general, bin packing requires to pack a set of items into a number of bins such that their total weight does not exceed some maximum value. More specific, generalized subgraph sampling needs to fill three bins. The first bin, S train , contains the training instances. The second and third bin, S test,rel and S test,ind , contain the test instances which are either rel ated to or ind ependent of the instances in the training set respectively. The user specifies the proportion of each bin by the input variables p train and p kn S . We indicate a subset by adding a subscript to the name of the originating set, e.g. S test denotes the test set created from sample S and S a denotes the neighborhood of neighbor a. The sizes of S, S test,rel and S test,ind are denoted by n, n test,rel and n test,ind respectively. Algorithm 1.1 first calculates the sizes of the two test bins and fills S test,ind successively by choosing, among the remaining neighbors, an object with the smallest degree and placing its neighborhood in S test,ind (Part 1). As it cannot be guaranteed that the number of obtained objects reaches exactly n test,ind , the size of the S test,rel is increased accordingly to maintain the required known neighbor probability (thus violating the chosen split proportion). Subsequently, S test,rel is populated, ensuring that for each chosen instance a related object is placed in the training set (Part 2). If the data sample contains too few neighbors with δ > 1 to fill S test,rel completely, the bin with independent test objects is decreased until the proportion of both bins satisfies p kn S (Part 3). As necessarily δ = 1 for objects in S test,ind , they can safely be placed in the training set.
Since in algorithm 1.1 the number of required objects with unknown neighbors in the test set is approximated by selecting from a size-based ranking, the algorithm prefers instances belonging to neighbors with a small degree. We also expected that the selection would frequently reach shared objects with a high degree and would thus likely exceed the bound n test,ind of unknown neighbors by a large number. The adjustment of the chosen split proportion would then lead to very small training sizes. We therefore developed and evaluated an adaption of the sampling procedure which substitutes Part 2 of algorithm 1.1. We also replaced Part 3, as neighborhoods in S test,ind with δ > 1 allow to further pack S test,rel if necessary. Algorithm 1.2 pursues a random sampling strategy in order to choose the next neighbor which is independent of the training set. In contrast to algorithm 1.1 excessive objects with unknown neighbors are discarded such that the final partition of S still conforms to p train and p kn S . Instead, the sizes of the training and test set are decreased proportionally. This leads to a recursive adaptation of the number of available samples because the proportion r excess of excessive objects is calculated based on the sample size n. The exclusion of objects with unknown neighbors reduces the total number of available objects and consequently reduces n test,ind , leading again to the exclusion of objects with unknown neighbors. Based on the new sample size n , the final sizes of the training and test set are determined. Thus the adapted sampling procedure in Part 2 maintains the given split proportion and known neighbor probability. Yet, information is lost as several instances of the data sample are discarded. Algorithm 1.3 shows the replacement for Part 3 in case the number of related objects does not suffice to fill n test,rel .
Algorithm 1.1 Generalized Subgraph Sampling
Input: sample S, chosen split proportion ptrain, known neighbor probability p kn S and neighbors A Output: training set Strain, test set Stest 1:
fill bin for independent test objects 5: compute the set A of neighbors and the neighborhood Sa for each a ∈ A 6: while |S test,ind | < n test,ind do 7:
choose a ∈ A with the smallest degree δa 8:
S test,ind = S test,ind ∪ Sa 9: S = S\Sa 10: choose a ∈ A randomly 3: In this section we evaluate both variants of generalized subgraph sampling based on data from the Internet Movie Database. Further, we compare the performance of our algorithms with results obtained by random sampling. Our data set consists of 39192 movies which were produced between 1970 and 2004 and which possess more than fifteen public ratings. Additionally, the data set contains 15133 studios which form the set of neighbors and contain the first listed production company of each movie. Exploiting the temporal division of the data, we separated the movies by years and calculated the yearly known neighbor probability based on the previous year or on all preceding years till 1970. The top left picture in Figure 3 shows that the number of related movies per year based on the previous year only is low (30-50 percent) compared to the case when all preceding years are considered (50-70 percent). (The remaining graphs in Figure 3 are discussed further down in the text.) Fig. 3 . Top left: calculated known neighbor probability (KNP) based on preceding year(s); bottom left: resultant split proportion using generalized subgraph sampling for different values of ptrain; right: resultant known neighbor probability using generalized subgraph sampling for different values of ptrain All of the experiments are conducted for three different chosen split proportions (0.5, 0.7, 0.9) and twenty repetitions per setting. We deliberately set the known neighbor probability to 0.45 in all experiments in order to obtain comparable results over years. Figure 4 (next page) shows the actual known neighbor probabilities achieved by the two variants of our algorithm in comparison to a random selection of data points for the three chosen split proportions. As can be seen, both versions of our algorithm are successful in ensuring the required known neighbor probability of 0.45, regardless of the chosen split proportion. As expected by the discussion in Section 2, the known neighbor probability obtained by random sampling varies as the chosen split proportion changes. In addition, the standard deviation of the obtained known neighbor probability using random sampling is much higher than with generalized subgraph sampling. The right hand side of Figure 3 (preceding page) shows a more detailed comparison between the two variants of our algorithm. As we see from this figure, there are no significant differences between the individual years nor between the two variants.
How do both algorithms score in terms of the training and test set sizes that are actually delivered? Figure 5 (below) and, in more detail, the bottom left graph in Figure 3 (preceding page) show that both algorithms produce exactly the required sizes at a chosen split proportion of 0.7 and 0.9. For a chosen split proportion of 0.5 both algorithms yield significantly enlarged training sets. This behavior results from the small number of related objects in the data set, which is insufficient to install the required known neighbor probability in a test set of half the data sets size. Further, the aggravated deviation of our modified version from the required split proportion becomes plausible considering that the independent test set may now contain neighborhoods with δ > 1. Naturally, less objects remain to establish links between the training set and the related test set. The overall size of the test set therefore decreases by a larger extent than in the original algorithm. The experimental results thus indicate that for data sets that contain a sufficient number of objects with small linkage (a low number of linked neighbors, such as in the movie data used here), the simple algorithm is sufficient and may actually be superior to the modified version which in turn would be advantageous in data sets dominated by objects with higher linkage.
Recent work has examined numerous techniques which can exploit the relationship between neighboring objects in relational data. Among those are Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) [2] , Relational Markov Networks [8] and Relational Density Networks [6] , which have developed from Bayesian Networks, Markov Networks and Dependency Networks respectively. Each model captures special types of dependencies inherent to the data.
If a model is able to represent dependencies between class labels of related objects, algorithms for collective inference can be applied [4] . More specifically, collective classification is the simultaneous decision on the class labels of all instances exploiting correlation between the labels of related instances [4, 8] . For example, a simple Relational Neighbor (RN) classifier, which estimates class probabilities solely based on labels of related objects, has been proposed by [5] . Yet, collective classification involves not only predictions based on known labels, but also includes strategies to exploit labels that can be inferred. Several approaches, including [5, 7] , conduct information propagation by iteratively labeling instances. Studies on classifiers applying collective inference have shown that those techniques significantly reduce classification error [5, 9] . Each of these models has a particular way of dealing with a possible bias introduced by linked objects. It is a topic of future work to investigate the precise relationship between those approaches and generalized subgraph sampling as advocated in this paper.
Conclusion and Future Work
In multirelational domains it is well known that linkage introduced by shared objects and autocorrelation causes a bias in test procedures. We demonstrated that the bias varies with the chosen split proportion of a given sample and showed that the test set should reflect the known neighbor probability as encountered on future instances. We presented a sampling procedure, generalized subgraph sampling, which guarantees to partition a sample such that the test set reflects a given known neighbor probability and thus avoids a bias in the error estimate. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm by experiments on the movie data set.
Other interesting research topics identified during our work concern the question whether it is possible to estimate the known neighbor probability from the data sample under certain conditions. Further, the exploration of corrected sampling procedures applicable to cross validation seem very valuable to us. This paper is motivated by work on traffic data. Traffic data provides information about the number of vehicles and pedestrians that pass along a street during a fixed time interval. The instance space hereby consists of street segments, which denote the part of a street between two intersections. Each segment can be characterized by numerous attributes, e.g. the street name and type, its spatial coordinates and nearby points of interest. As the traffic frequencies within Fig. 6 . Hierarchical structure of traffic data one street are very similar, instances belonging to the same street are subject to autocorrelation. Likewise the expected number of vehicles traveling on a street in a capital city like Berlin is much higher than in some small village. Thus, a hierarchical structure of linkage is imposed on the domain, which is depicted in Figure 6 . In future research we will therefore investigate the behavior of linkage and autocorrelation in hierarchical and graph structured data and try to deduce corrected sampling procedures for those domains.
